SECURITY ENGINEERING
Protecting people, infrastructure and information from internal and external threats, risks and
environmental influences.
A complex threat and risk landscape continually changes and requires on-going analysis and
mitigation expertise. We support our clients to build understanding of their risks and threats
to ensure they make informed decisions and implement strategies tailored to their specific
risk environment.
We use our expertise, the most innovative techniques and a harm minimisation approach to
manage projects from risk assessment to final solution commissioning, project roll out and
assessment of results.

RISK ASSESSMENT & ASSURANCE
IPP encourages our partners to step beyond compliance to adopt a holistic focus on assurance.
Utilising a range of leading practice methodologies, diagnostic, audit and investigation tools, our
experienced project consultants can provide detailed evaluations, recommendations, policies
and procedures relating to challenges, risks and improvement opportunities.

SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE & DESIGN
IPP designs comprehensive security technology solutions encompassing recommendations
on access control, intruder detection, CCTV, surveillance and incident alert. Our experienced
Security Engineering team has the expertise to construct risk minimisation solutions for
building and critical infrastructure projects within a diverse range of industries.

CORPORATE INVESTIGATIONS & ELECTRONIC BUG SWEEPS
With a team specialising in business surveillance, counter espionage services and fraud
investigations, IPP combines the latest technology, surveillance and forensic services to provide
evidence for our clients on which to make informed business decisions. Using advanced digital
equipment to conduct electronic bug sweeps and detect spyware, IPP can reduce financial
losses and damage to your business reputation arising from information leaks, and implement
processes to identify future attempts at espionage.

HIGH SECURITY SCEC AND RADIATION SECURITY
With a team of SCEC (Security Construction and Equipment Committee) endorsed Consultants,
we are trusted to provide advice to Australian Government departments, agencies and
military and to design appropriate physical and electronic security measures in line with the
requirements of the Protective Security Policy Framework.
With Australia’s first consultant registered under the National Radiation Security Advisors
Accreditation Scheme, IPP’s Radiation Security team undertake site assessments and provide
recommendations to organisations that have a radioactive source which they must protect.
Understanding the risks and having an emergency plan in place will decrease the likelihood of
unauthorised access to, or acquisition of, radioactive sources by persons with malicious intent.

